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Abstract  
Gautama Budha was one of the great Philosopher and Teachers of the World. He gave message of truth, peace, humanity and 

equality. His teaching and sayings became the basis of Buddhism, men, women of all castes came with in the fold Buddhism. Today, 
two main strands of Buddhism are recognized Buddhism, the main religion of Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia and Laos but also 
prevalent in Malaysia, Singapore and Nepal. Mahayana Buddhism, the main religion of Tibet, Mongolia, Taiwan, Korea, Vietnam and 
Japan but also prevalent in China, Malaysia, Singapore and Nepal. The variations in practice among Buddhists from person to person 
and country to country are often shaped by cultural rather than religious factors. In the world wise 500 million peoples follow Buddhism. 
This research article to be discussed about importance of the Buddhism, it is to be relevance to making up Modern India. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A man is not called wise because he talks and talks against; but it he is peaceful, loving and fearless then he is in 
truth called wise. 

---Gauthama Buddha  
 

The History of Buddhism spans the 6th century BC to the present, starting with the birth of Buddha Siddhartha Gautama in 
Lumbini, Nepal. This makes it one of the oldest religions practiced today. The religion evolved as it spread from the northeastern region 
of the Indian subcontinent through /central, East, and Southeast Asia. At one time or another, it influenced most of the Asian continent. 
The history of Buddhism is also characterized by the reconstructions of numerous movements. The word “Harmony” means concord, 
unity, peace, amity, friendship, consistency, consonance, conformity etc. The concept of social harmony in Buddhist thought 
incorporates two aspects of human life, personal life and social life. The ethical standard and moral values of the individuals practiced 
in their personal life led to social harmony in their social interactions and social activities. The interpersonal relationship, compassion, 
religions, toleration and mutual understanding among various social units and religious group are the prime factors of social harmony. 
We find several literary and archaeological evidences, which reveal great emphasis on social harmony.  
 
 Buddhism and social harmony have a great value and an importance in the modern context of national and international level. 
Today, the whole humanity is fraught with conflicts generated by political, economic, social, religious and racial consideration. There 
is not a single corner of the world today which is free from conflicts and turmoil. Disharmony and discontentment are ground of war 
and tension. Buddhism is not a dogmatic religion but the great social philosophy, which can be, practiced anywhere and everywhere. 
The society based on Liberty, Equality and Fraternity where justice will prevail the society Buddha wanted to establish through his 
teachings. If we look at the world map, we see a great part of humanity is still denied liberty and equality, what to talk of justice1. Iyothi 
Das established the sakya Buddhist society in Chennai with branches in many places, including Karnataka. Das established a weekly 
magazine called Oru Paisa Tamilan (“One Paisa Tamilian”) in Chennai in 1907, which served as a newsletter linking all the new branches 
of the Sakya Buddhist Society. The magazine discussed traditions and practices of Tamil Buddhism, new developments in the Buddhist 
world and the Indian sub continent’s history form the Buddhist point of view. Bhagya Reddy Varma, a Dalit leader of Andhra Pradesh, 
who was also fascinated by Buddhism and promoted its adoption among the Dalits 
 

The Buddhist movement in Tamil Nadu by G.Aloysius. He saw this movement as a Dalit response to a ‘crisis of ‘overall sub 
alternisation, economic impoverishment as well as cultural enslavement of the mass of labouring castes’ in Tamil Nadu by the third 
quarter of the nineteenth century. The key figure was pandit Iyothee Das (1845-1914) who, with other Dalits and the help of Col. Olcott 
of the /theosophical Society, organized the Sakya Buddhist Society in Madras in 1898. Their joint decision to seek out and reclaim 
their lost religious identity was unambiguously aimed at moving Dalits from their present enslavement towards future emancipation. In 
1907 they began a weekly news magazine to educate fellow subalterns. In this weekly Buddhism was presented as the religion of the 
oppressed. Branches of the Society were opened initially in Bangalore and the Kolar Gold Fields, and then elsewhere in northern Tamil 
Nadu. The movement spread primarily among urban Dalits and remained small. It rejected the rituals, beliefs in the supernatural, and 
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traditions of Brahmanical caste Hinduism and replaced them with Buddhist ceremonies for the lifecycle as well as weekly meetings and 
celebrations for the community. ‘We are Tamils, we are the original settlers of this land and we are Buddhists to intertwined themes that 
repeatedly occur within Tamil Buddhism. Right3. 
 
         IMPACT OF BUDDHISM ON INDIAN CONSTITUTION: Budda Dhamma aimed at society free of discrimination and 
disparities. It has qualities like talent, kindness, friendship, independence, unity, equality, fraternity social justice, realism, common 
good and pleasure of all people is the only target. Buddhism teaches that good government is possible only if every individual life with 
honesty and self discipline. We are very fortunate that Dr. Ambedkar, who is the follower of Buddhism, was given opportunity to write 
Indian constitution. He strove for unity in diversity while writing constitution as he was highly influenced by Buddhism. That’s why 
our constitution is successful from the past 70 years in the republic India.4  
 

SATYAMEVA JAYATE: In Indian constitution it (satyameva jayate) was adopted as the national motto of India means 
(only truth alone triumphs) which was the sentence derived from Buddhist pali language. So that we can say that Indian constitution is 
emergency with Buddhism as we know that constitution of India commences with of PREAMBLE.  

 
India is said to be a plural society in India as there is unity in diversity like irrespective of caste. Ex: Om & Swasthik symbolizes 

Hinduism, cross symbolizes Christianity and star symbolizes Muslim community but despite no caste symbol was declared as national 
symbol but only. The most prominent Buddhist emperor called Ashoka Dharma built the Ashoka chakra is inscribed widely among the 
four lions’ sculpture and is placed in the center of the national flag of the republic of India which has been adopted as the national 
emblem of India. As Dr. B. R. Ambedkar has prepared the Indian constitution especially about the aspirations of the people integrity 
and unity of the country and also with efforts of Ashoka chakra and national flag5.  
 
         REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM IN THE ANCIENT PERIOD: W.H. Hunter, in his book “Indian Empire” commented on the 
established social and religious problems in India he says there is always a scope for the revival of Buddhism in India. The life and 
teachings of Buddha have been showing a new impact in America and European countries it the western countries know more clearly 
about Buddhist preaching’s they could easily come out the vicious circle of super stones created by the preachers even in this modern 
age .The Buddhist features like as you saw so you reap, compassion towards all human beings, self control as a regular layout should 
Buddhism in the near term as the greatest, wonderful religion with wemendous popularity I repeat it gain that there is a scope for the 
revival Buddhism in India even today.6 
 
  The prominent people who worked in association with Pandit Iyothidas were P. Laxminarsu, Appa Durai and M. Singara velu 
Prof Narasu belongs to the ancient Dravidian family was popular in the countries like Japan and Czechoslovakia through his book 
essence of Buddhism in 1907. A close ally of Prof Narasu, who wrote introductory remarks to narasu’s book, Anagavika Dharamapala 
described that the book was usefull “Navayan Buddhists” and to the critical scholars later, Dr. B.R.Ambedkar who edited and published 
the book in 1948 praised the book as a pick among the books written on Buddhism with rich material, and style with good essays.  In 
addition to that the books written by Prof Narasu “What is Buddhism”,” Buddhism and Hindu religion” (Tamil) a Study of caste, 
what is Buddhism’ are symbols of adventure enriched with modern research Ferdinand honing translated the book into German and 
Rudolf masa into Greek language. We came to know that Prof Narasu toured Czechoslovakia and gave his speeches in the decade of 
1920.7 
 
  The Bahujan reformists who fought and dreamt of Bahujan Bharath wanted reforms. Mahatma Jyothi Rao Phule leaned towards 
“Universal Truth Associated with Dharma”, perujar towards ‘Atheism’ and Dr. Baba sahib Ambedkar towards ‘Buddhism’ all these 
efforts were made to establish ‘Bahujan philosophy in the place of ‘Brahmanical philosophy’ All these great people supported 
‘Budha’. Phule wrote about Buddha in his Periyar Rama Swamy write a small book on ‘Buddhism’ Baba sahib wrote “The Buddha 
and his Dharma”. All these people were Atheist to the core8. 
  

In 1948 Dr.BR.Ambedkar re–printed the famous book “The essence of Bhuddhism” published by great philosopher Prof. 
Laxminarsu the year of 19079. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar prescribed 22 vows to his followers during the historic religious conversion to 
Buddhism on 14 October 1956 at Deeksha Bhoomi, Nagpur in India. The conversion to Buddhism by 800,000 people was historic 
because it was the largest religious conversion, the world has ever witnessed. He prescribed these oaths so that there may be complete 
severance of bond with Hinduism. These 22 vows struck a blow at the roots of Hindu beliefs and practices. These vows could serve as 
a bulwark to protect Buddhism from confusion and contradictions. These vows could liberate converts from superstitions, wasteful and 
meaningless rituals, which have led to pauperisation of masses and enrichment of upper castes of Hindus10. 
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The conversion ceremony at Nagpur was indeed as epoch-making event that changed the course of the history of Buddhism in 
India. On that day, the Buddhist Revival movement in India entered into an era of intense activity which can rightly be called the 
‘AMBEDKAR ERA OF INDIAN BUDDHISM’. Thus, the Ambedkarite Buddhist was denied reservations in October 1956 itself. In 
spite of this, the people of Maharashtra continued to embrace Buddhism, as directed by their leader and emancipator. No wonder the 
population of Buddhists in Maharashtra rose to 32.50 lakhs, just in 5 years (1956-1961). In 1991, the Buddhist population in Maharashtra 
was50.40, out of 64 lakhs registered Buddhists in India 1991.11 Rajendranath Aherwar appeared as an important Dalit leader in Kanpur. 
He joined the republican party of India and converted to Buddhism along with his whole family in 1961. In 1967, he founded the Kanpur 
branch of “Bharatiya Buddha mahasabha”. He held regular meetings where he preached Buddhism, officiated at Buddhist weddings 
and life cycle ceremonies, and organized festivals on Dr.Ambedkar’s Jayanti (birth day) sambuddhatva jayanthi, diksha divas (the 
day Ambedkar converted), and Dr. Ambedkar paranirvan Divas12. 
 

Buddhism further after visits in the late 1970s by Dharmachari lokamitra from UK, supporters developed a two – pronged 
approach: social work through the Bahujan Hitaj (also spelled as bahujan Hitay) trust, mainly sponsored from the general public by 
the British Buddhist – inspired Karuna Trust (UK), and direct dharma work, currently the movement has viharas and groups in at least 
20 major areas, a couple of retreat centers, and hundreds of Indian Dharmacharis and Dharmacharinis. Funding for movement’s 
social and dharma work has come from foreign countries, including the western countries and Taiwan. Some of the foreign–funded 
organizations include. Trailokya Buddha mahasangha sahayaka gana and triratna (Europe and India). Triratna has links with 
the ‘Ambedkarite’ Buddhist Romanis in Hungary13.  The Dalit Buddhist movement in Kanpur gained impetus with the arrival of 
Dipankar, a Chamar Bhikku, in 1980. Dipankar had come to Kanpur on a Buddhist mission and his first public appearance was scheduled 
at a mass conversion drive in 1981. The event was organized by Rahulan Ambedkar, an RPI (Republic Party of India) Dalit leader. In 
April 1981, Ambedkar founded the Dalit panthers (U.P. Branch) inspired by the Maharashtrian Dalit panther. The event met with severe 
criticism and opposition from Vishva Hindu parishad and was banned.14 

 
The number of Buddhists in the Lucknow district increased form 73 in 1951 to 4327 in 2001. According to the 2001 census, 

almost 70% of the Buddhist population in Uttar Pradesh in from the scheduled castes background15. 2001 A prominent Indian Navayana 
Buddhist leader and political activist, Udit raj, organized a large mass opposition on November 2001, where he gave the 22 vows, but 
the event met with active opposition from the government16.  In 2002, Kanish Ram, a popular political leader from a Sikh religious 
background, announced his intention to convert to Buddhism on 14 October 2006, the fifty eighth anniversary of Ambedkar’s 
conversion. He intended for 20,000,000 of his supporters to convert at the same time. part of the significance of this plan was that 
significantly broaden Buddhism’s support. But he died on 9th October 2006. After a lengthy illness; he was cremated as per Buddhist 
tradition17. 
 
         2006, Hyderabad A report from the UK daily The Guardian said that some Hindus have converted to Buddhism. Buddhist monks 
from the UK and the U.S. attended the conversion ceremonies in India. Hindu nationalists asserted that Dalits should concentrate on 
trying to reduce illiteracy and poverty rather than looking for new religious18. Gulbarga On 14th October 2006, hundreds of people 
converted from Hinduism to Buddhism in Gulburga (Karnataka) state in India19. 2006 At 50th anniversary celebrations in 2006 of 
Ambedkar’s Deeksha. Non – partisan sources put the number of attendees (not converts) at 30,000 the move the criticized by Hindu 
groups as “unhelpful” and has been criticized as a “political stunt2o.” 
 
        2007, Mumbai on 27 may 2007, Tens of thousands of Dalits from Maharashtra gathered at the Mahalakshmi racecourse in Mumbai 
to mark the 50th anniversary of the conversion of Ambedkar. The number of people who converted versus the number of people in 
attendance was not clear, however. The event was organized by the republican party of India leader Ramdas Athvale.21 Like the 
scheduled Caste personnel in government service, the political class also normal lagged behind in responding to the Clarison call of Dr. 
Babasaheb Ambedkar to embrace Buddhism. There is now over 100 SC, MPs and more 1000 MLAs in the state legislatures, besides 
ministers, governors etc, but most of them sticking to the Hindu religion and caste label to please their Hindu master. But the very few 
who have come forward to embrace Buddhism have done much better than the submissive SC political leaders, significantly enough, 
the only Dalit Chief Minister in India today, Miss Mayawati, Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, is a Buddhist, her success shows that Neo-
Buddhists can rise to the highest positions of power even without reservations tag, and that too with dignity22. 
 

Another popular Dalit leader, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister and Bahujan Samaj party leader Mayawati, has said that she and 
her followers will embrace Buddhism after the Bhahu Jana Samaj Party forms a government at the centre. In the memory of Gotham 
Buddha, we construct so many bridges. Another place we can see the 22 feet statue of Dr. Baba Saheb. And we cannot see this type of 
statue of any great personalities in India and all over the world. I can spread the value of Buddhism to the people where the Gouthama 
Buddha spend his life in Uttar Pradesh, I was developed those places23. 
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We organize so many programs in the memory of respectable persons in our society including Gouthama Buddha. 

1. Laying the foundation–stone of Gautham Buddha Hostel, Aligarh [12-5-1997]. 
2. Inauguration of Gautham Buddha gate at Kushinagar [22–5-1997] 
3. Laying the foundation – stone of Air Stripat Kapilavastu [Prahwa], Siddharth Nagar district  
4. Meeting his highness Dalai lama at Lucknow [25–5-1997] 
5. Laying the foundation–stone of Goutham Buddha Park, Etawah [19-6-1997] 
6. Gautham Buddha park, Kanpur [26-7-1997] 
7. On the occasion of the unveiling of the statue of Gautham Buddha at Buddha Park, Kanpur [26- 7 -1997] 
8. Unveiling of the statue of the Gautham Buddha of Buddha Park, Kanpur [26-7-1997] 
9. Inaugurating Mahamaya sports Stadium, Ghaziabad [28- 8-1997] 
10. Laying the foundation – stone of Gautham Buddha University, Gautham Buddha Nagar [28-8-1997] 
11. Foundation laying of Vikas Bhawan, Gautham Bhudda Nagar [28-8-1997] 
12. Unveiling of the statue in Gautham Buddha park [28-8-1997] 
13. Foundation stone laying of Gautham Bhudda sports stadium, Kushi Nagar [1-9-97] 
14. With the Buddhist monks  
15. Inauguration of Gautham Buddha Express way [14-10-2002] 
16. Laying the foundation stone of Goutham Buddha University Gautham Buddha Nagar [14-10-2002] 
17. Performing puja just before the commencement of the 21st Annual function of Mahabodhi, society of India, Sarnath [20-11-2002] 
18. Statue of Gautham Buddha at Dr. Ambedkar Memorial, Lucknow  
19. The five faced statue of Gautham Buddha installed at Partivarthan Chowk, Lucknow.  
20. Accepting Buddhist tree in a Buddhist monastery in Korea.24 

 
  Chief Minister Kumari Mayavathi said. “No Government took step to take care of Buddhism in 50 years as I took two 
times while our government was in power for few months in Uttar Pradesh state”. She said. “I am not talking about a remote village 
somewhere, was separated and formed as new district from greater Noheda Ghaziabad Gulamshekar nearby Delhi”. Newly formed 
District was named as “Gowthama Buddha Nagar” in the name of Gowthama Buddha and also, he tried to establish a university in the 
same district on his name.25 

 
Many people practice Buddhism in the state of Karnataka, when compared to other states of southern India.  Chemaraja Nagar 

district in southern Karnataka, in the Mysore area is the key stone of Ambedkar movement.  Jyothi Goundanapur is the first Buddha 
Maha Samudan took place on 4th January 2015, Sunday under the auspices of Bharatiya Buddha Mahasabha, Karnataka state body.  
Honorable Siddhi Ramayya, Chief Minister of Karnataka, graced the occasion with his presence.  He declared a grant of an amount of 
Rs.10 Crores and 50 acres land for the Nalanda Buddha University26. 
 

In a Programme that was conducted on 2nd and 4th January 2015, 6000 people voluntarily converted from Hinduism to 
Buddhism.  The speciality of this conversion is most of the people who underwent this conversion were OBC’s. The residents of 
Baikatpura and Kundan Bahg and residents of other 10 villages belonging to Saran district beside Gaya converted themselves to 
Buddhism.  After a long period of time, this was the largest conversion to Buddhism that took place in the country.27   

 
   Even as saffron outfits are spread heading re–conversion programmes across the country to bring every one under Hinduism, 
thousands of OBCS in rural Maharashtra are mulling a “Ghar Wapis “of another sort. About 6,000 Other Backward Classes (OBCs) 
in the state are set to convert to Buddhism at New Year. This, after they registered with a Maharashtra-based social group, Satyashodhar 
OBC Parishad. Now the group has over 35,000 members across Maharashtra and it began “Original Buddhist Cadre” mission in 
2011 to reach out to OBCs in the state. Since then, the Parishad members have been personally visiting homes of those desiring to return 
to Buddhism. Besides holding rallies, group discussions and debates, they hand out literature on Buddhism to anyone lending them an 
ear.28 Today, two main strands of Buddhism are recognized Buddhism, the main religion of Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia and 
Laos but also prevalent in Malaysia, Singapore and Nepal. Mahayana Buddhism, the main religion of Tibet, Mongolia, Taiwan, Korea, 
Vietnam and Japan but also prevalent in China, Malaysia, Singapore and Nepal. The variations in practice among Buddhists from person 
to person and country to country are often shaped by cultural rather than religious factors29.In the world wise 300 million peoples follow 
Buddhism. 
 

In this gathering the chief guest – retired I.P.S officer Chennuru Anjaneya Reddy said that – Buddhist religion is very ancient 
and scientifically followed religion in our state nearly 160 Buddhist religion places were identified it is he told that it is our duty to 
provide security and to give wide popularity for the religion  
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To follow Buddhism means to follow all the five principles.  
1. Buddhism is an ideal life style way.  
2. In modern times Buddha was replaced by Bodhisattva Ambedkar  
3. Ambedkar followers are still not following the Buddhism  
4. To live as a Buddhist is the real respect given to Ambedkar  
5. It means one who is not a Buddhist is not an Ambedkarist30.  

 
CONCLUSION 

The government to reconstruct the Buddhism in Modern India for the following suggestions are hereunder: 
 
  Proper measures should be taken with immediate effect to preserve the Buddhist places of interest. A location of funds must 
be done to renovate Buddhist stupas, chaityas and aaramas. A separate board to be constituted to the Buddhist as is the case with other 
religions Buddhist festivals must be honored and holidays to be declared on those days. A museum must be constructed with all the 
modern facilities to preserve the ancient artifact. Status decasts found near Buddhist   fields Some and must be bought to make 
constructions at the places where Buddhist fields came into light be taken not to construct Hindu temples on Buddhist temples. Struggle 
for the development of Buddhism in India. Establish Arama and Vihar for prayer meetings of Buddha. Establish schools and colleges 
for the religious and scientific development. Establish orphanages and refuges homes.  To organize for all religious equality activities 
1. Language and Communication 2. Body Language and behavior. 3.Greetings.  4.Names and titles. 5. Dress of Appearance. 6. Seating. 
7.food, drink fasting. 8.Religious Festivals and days significance. 9.Family and marriages.10. Medical. 11.Counseling / interviews. 12. 
Death and related issues. In worldwide 300 million peoples follows Buddhism. 
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